AFTER CARE INSTRUCTIONS

STRAIGHT VARIATION

CARING FOR YOUR STRAIGHT VARIATION

After your Straight Variation hair appointment, the process isn’t over just yet. The hair still
needs to absorb more oxygen and will do so naturally through air neutralization.

THE FIRST 72 HOURS

Do not wash your hair for the first 72 hours after your Straight Variation. On the third day
after your service you must wash your hair.

STYLING
•
•
•
•

Do not wear a style that creates tension on the hair or along the hairline such as,
ponytails or pulled back styles for 3 days
No clips, pins, metal clips or clips with teeth, rubber bands, or barrette styles for 3 days.
Do not use anything that “causes pressure” on the hair such as a tight cap, hat or scarf for
3 days.
The hair should not be constricted in any way for 3 days after your service. This gives your
hair time to become firmly established and recover.

SWIMMING
Do not swim in chlorinated pools or salt water and/or expose your hair to too much
sun for at least 2 weeks after your Straight Variation. Your hair might react in a way which
cannot be predicted and may revert back.

SHAMPOOING
Always use warm water when shampooing – not too hot or too cold. Please note that
anti-dandruff shampoos, baby shampoos and any green shampoos may break the
altered bonds of the straightened hair, allowing it to revert back to its original state.
HAIR COLOR
Coloring chemically straightened hair is much trickier than most people think,
including hair color technicians. This is because the ends are very porous and the root
area is much healthier.
Great care needs to be taken when coloring chemically treated hair. You don’t want to put
permanent color on porous ends because it is too damaging. It is imperative to inform the
color technician that your hair has been chemically altered before a color service.

AFTER CARE INSTRUCTIONS

STRAIGHT VARIATION (CONT)

HAIR COLOR (CONT.)
My advice is to give us a call for your coloring services because we know exactly what we use
on your hair.

Thank You for choosing Hair’s Talent for your Straight Variation process.
Don’t hesitate to call or email with any questions.
hairstalentct@gmail.com
203. 466. 1246

